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 Trois mouvements 
 perpétuels (1918) (6’01”)

1  I  Assez modéré (1’10”)

2  II  Très modéré (1’58”)

3  III  Alerte (2’53”)

 Suite in C (1920) (5’50”)

4  I  Presto (1’54”)

5  II  Andante (2’27”)

6  III Vif (1’29”)

 Napoli (1925) (11’01”)

7  I  Barcarolle (1’43”)

8  II  Nocturne (3’24”)

9  III Caprice italien (5’54”)

10  Pastourelle, 
 arr. from the ballet (1927) (2’27”)

 Deux novelettes (1927/28) (4’21”)

11  I  Modéré sans lenteur (2’38”)

12  II  Très rapide et rythmé (1’43”)

13  Presto (1934) (1’51”)

14  Thème varié (1951) (13’03”)

 - Thème, Très calme et sans hate (1’19”)

 - Variation I  Joyeuse, Allegro molto (0’20”)

 - Variation II  Noble, Lent (1’19”)

 - Variation III  Pastorale, Allegretto (1’09”)

 - Variation IV Sarcastique, (0’34”)

  Allegro molto, Très violent 

 - Variation V Mélancolique, Très calme (1’27”)

 - Variation VI Ironique, Allegretto (0’44”)

 - Variation VII Elégiaque, (2’13”) 

  Excessivement lent

 - Variation VIII Volubile, Presto (0’30”)

 - Variation IX  Fantasque, Allegro molto (0’28”)

 - Variation X  Sybilline, Bien lent (0’47”)

 - Variation XI Finale, Allegro molto (1’47”)

 - Coda, Molto agitato (0’24”)

15 Novelette sur un thème (2’25”)

 de M. de Falla (El Amor Brujo) (c.1959)

(47’06”)
Elizabeth Powell, piano
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HEITOR VILLA-LOBOS 
(1887-1959)

 Ciclo brasileiro (1936) (19’40”)
1  I Plantio do Cabocio (3’22”)

2  II Impressões Seresteiras (7’18”)

3  III Festa na Sertão (5’10”)

4  IV Dansa do Indio Branco (3’50”)

5  A Lenda do Caboclo (1920) (4’12”)

 Five pieces from
 Guia prático (9’32”)
6  No. 2  Acordei de Madrugada (1’45”)

7  No. 76  A Mare Encheu (2’06”)

8  No. 111 A Roseira (0’57”)

9  No. 43  Na Corda da Viola (1’57”)

10 No. 74  Manquinha (2’47”)

FRUTUOSO VIANNA
(1896-1976)

11 Corta-jaca (1932) (4’04”)

FRANCISCO MIGNONE 
(1897-1986)

12 Dança do Botocudo (1940) (3’18”)

 Sonatina No. 4 (1949) (5’17”)
13 1st movement (3’34”)

14 2nd Movement (1’43”)

    (46’12”)

The above individual timings will normally each include two pauses. One before the beginning of each movement or work, and one after the end
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FRANCIS POULENC (1899-1963) developed an interest in the piano at an early 
age.  His first teacher was his mother, a talented amateur player.  From 1914 to 
1917, he took lessons from the Spanish pianist Ricardo Viñes, developing an 
individual playing style based on a subtle use of the sustaining pedal.  Through 
his teacher, Poulenc met Satie, Auric and Falla; also around this time, he became 
acquainted with Stravinsky, who became a friend.  

Stravinsky introduced him to the London firm Chester, who published several works 
by the ambitious young Frenchman, including the Trois mouvements perpétuels 
(1918).  These three pieces satisfyingly combine the urbane and provincial aspects 
of the composer with their engaging, artless melodies and sophisticated concluding 
flourishes.  The flowing opening movement contains the characteristic instruction 
‘beaucoup de pédale’; a more restrained central movement precedes a vigorous 
finale.  Ricardo Viñes gave their first public performance in February 1919 and they 
proved to be an instant success. 

The compact and spare Suite pour piano of 1920 is dedicated to Viñes.  Its 
controlled elegance and refinement illustrates the composer’s crisp, neo-classical 
style.  The principal idea of the opening Presto (in its minor key incarnation) deftly 
reappears midway through the exuberant Vif finale.  

Napoli (1925) contrasts two pithy opening movements (an airy ‘Barcarolle’ and 
a muted ‘Nocturne’) with a much more substantial ‘Caprice Italien’ in which 
elements of a tarantella, serenade, waltz and march fleetingly appear.  The work 
culminates in a coda of great virtuosity.  

Pastourelle (1927) derives from the one-act ballet L’Éventail de Jeanne for 
which ten composers, including Ravel, Roussel, Ibert and Milhaud, each wrote a 
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My selection from the choices offered was Mignone’s Sonatina no. 4.  I met the 
composer at the various receptions organised by the Competition, as well as Villa-
Lobos and Vianna.  The somewhat hectic circumstances of the competition kept 
us from any insightful discussion of their work but they and several others were 
all keen for me to add their music to my repertoire and had contributed a small 
library of their scores to me by the time I left.

ELIZABETH POWELL, 2009
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movement.  Poulenc’s contribution is a brief but haunting little piece, notable for its 
songlike purity, ultimately subverted by the concluding bars’ dry staccato.

The first Novelette, dating from 1927 is enchanting with a childlike innocence also 
present in the composer’s other C major works. A spirited second Novelette, in 
B-flat, was added the following year, whilst a third appeared 31 years later in 1959, 
with no stylistic disparity.  Poulenc openly acknowledged the theme’s origins in the 
‘Pantomime’ movement of Manuel de Falla’s El amor brujo, yet he transforms its 
character into a broad, lyrical melody, underpinned by rich, delicate harmonies.  
The theme is stated four times, uncharacteristically without any contrasting 
episode. 

The Presto in B-flat (1934), dedicated to Vladimir Horowitz, is a brilliant miniature 
of unceasing energy.  Its spirit of breezy, light hearted activity is not echoed in the 
taut and closely argued Thème varié of 1951.  Here, Poulenc shows his awareness of 
modernist trends (he referred to it as an ‘oeuvre sérieuse’).  Without preamble, the 
piece launches into the gentle and relaxed theme.  The following eleven variations 
succinctly conjure up a specific mood, indicated by a suitable adjective in the score: 
noble, pastoral, sarcastic, melancholic, ironical, elegiac, voluble and fantastic.   The 
cryptic penultimate variation is headed ‘Sybilline’ and takes the form of a toughly 
dissonant chorale, another expression of the composer’s serious intent in this work; 
it acts as a decisive break in mood with the preceding material and also serves 
to herald the impressive extended Finale which climaxes in a dazzling Coda that 
includes a retrograde version of the work’s main theme.  

HECTOR VILLA-LOBOS was born on 5 March 1887 in Rio de Jeneiro, where 
he died on 17 November 1959.  He received his first lessons from his father, who 
taught him the cello.  Villa-Lobos was soon earning his living playing in cafés, 
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A NoTe by elIzAbeTh Powell
I was attracted to Poulenc’s music from my first awareness of it at the age of ten 
or so when Leonie Gombrich, my teacher in Oxford (where we, refugees both, she 
from Austria, I from France, came together) gave me the Mouvements perpétuels 
to learn.   My earliest memory of Poulenc himself is from not long after the end of 
the war when I was introduced to him at a concert he and Pierre Bernac gave for 
the University French Club.  I met him again in 1950 when I was sixteen, a student 
at the Paris Conservatoire.  My teacher was Lucette Descaves, who knew Poulenc 
(and Ravel) through her own teacher, Marguerite Long.  (She was a goddaughter of 
Saint-Saëns, too.)  That year, she had chosen ‘French Contemporary Composers’ 
as the theme of her annual class concert and we students were given works by 
the leading lights of the then avant-garde to prepare.  Poulenc’s Napoli was my 
assignment and Madame Descaves thought I should play it to the composer.  
Through a close mutual friend, pianist Jacques Février, she arranged for me to visit 
Poulenc at his home, 5 rue de Médicis in the 6th arrondissement.  I remember a tall, 
comfortably built man, very kind and humorous.  He would have been 50 at that 
time.  I spent an hour or so with him.  He didn’t say much, just listened, nodding 
approvingly from time to time.  In Caprice italien (the A-flat minor section) he 
did say “Don’t play sentimentally”.  I don’t remember if I was actually erring in 
that direction at the time or whether it was just to reinforce his general injunction 
against sentimentality in his work but, either way, it is clear he had no place for 
mawkishness.  Towards the end of the session, he thought I should use more pedal 
at a particular point, emphasising another of his convictions, that his work needs 
more pedalling than it ever gets from anyone (except himself!  Unkind critics have 
said his heavy use of the pedals was to cover up inadequacies in his technique!). 

I went to Rio de Janeiro in 1957 for an international competition being held there.  
Contestants were required to include a work by a living Brazilian composer.  



acquiring a wide knowledge and lasting love of Brazilian folk-music.  After his 
father’s death in 1899, he was raised by his mother and intended for the medical 
profession, but he neglected his studies, preferring to play the guitar with popular 
musicians.  Between the ages of 18 and 25, he travelled throughout Brazil and 
beyond, including Barbados.  In 1913 he married Lucilia Guimarães, a pianist, 
who helped to advance his reputation locally.  In Rio in 1917–18 he made useful 
connections with Darius Milhaud and Arthur Rubinstein, who became an advocate 
of his music.  His contribution to a festival of contemporary art in São Paulo in 
1922 secured his national status. The following year he left for Paris, staying for 
seven years, though he made visits home and also to Dakar, researching African 
music.  On his return to Brazil, in 1930, he became a government advisor on music 
education and performance, and in 1942 set up a conservatory under the Ministry 
of Education in Rio. After the end of the Second World War he resumed his travels, 
frequently journeying to the USA and France to conduct. In 1952 he settled in Paris 
again, returning to Brazil shortly before his death.

His output was vast and varied, encompassing operas, symphonies, chamber music, 
pieces for strings and a wealth of piano music.  He was particularly inspired by J. 
S. Bach, whose style was ingeniously and effectively combined with Brazilian folk 
music in his numerous series of Bachianas Brasileiras  These pieces, together with 
a sequence of works entitled ‘Choros’ are scored for a wide range of instrumental 
and vocal forces from solo piano to full orchestra and chorus.  His style is highly 
individual and permeated with national elements and his best works are notable 
for their freshness and spontaneity.  

Ciclo brasileiro is a suite of Brazilian Impressions from 1936.  One of his key piano 
works, it exemplifies the overtly romantic nature of much of his output in the 1930s.  
The four pieces piquantly evoke the Brazilian landscape and character, each one 
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A prolific composer, as well as a concert pianist and conductor, FRANCISCO 
MIGNONE was born in São Paulo on 3 September 1897 and died in Rio de Janeiro 
on 2 February 1986.  He began his studies in the town of his birth, but at the age of 
23 won a scholarship to study at the Giuseppe Verdi Conservatory in Milan where 
he worked with Vincenzo Ferroni, a pupil of Massenet.  In 1929, Mignone returned 
to Brazil permanently and almost immediately was offered the chair of conducting 
at the Instituto Nacional de Música where he taught for 35 years.  Like Villa-Lobos, 
he wrote many operas, orchestral works and songs.  Later works include concertos 
for piano (1958) and violin (1961, 1975), chamber works and sacred music.  His 
compositional output contains a strong mixture of both urban and folkloric 
Brazilian elements.  In the late 1950s and 1960s, he embraced contemporary 
trends, including atonality, serialism and polytonality, yet in the last few years of 
his life he reaffirmed his belief in an authentic nationalist music.  He wrote over 
two hundred piano works, predominantly virtuoso in character and spanning his 
entire creative life.

Dança do botocudo portrays a dance from eastern Brazil.  It begins gently with 
an offbeat figure and gradually accumulates tension, building to a dramatic climax 
before a final virtuoso flourish.  

All four of Mignone’s Sonatinas were written in 1949.  Spontaneous-sounding, they 
were inspired by Brazilian popular music.  Sonatina No.4 is a straightforward two 
movement work, directly accessible and simply textured.  The first movement is 
in ternary form, the first section consisting of a flowing, atmospheric melody over 
broken chords in both hands; after a more rhythmic central section, the first is then 
repeated in abbreviated form, with a coda.  The parodic second movement, marked 
Allegro con umore, sports a whimsical bass line.

PAUL CONWAY     



relating to a particular genre of Brazilian music.  After a brief but atmospheric 
preamble, the opening piece, Plantio do Cabocio (Native Planting Song) 
concentrates on a coolly magnetic chant-like idea in arpeggiated chords in the left 
hand, shrouded by a typical ostinato figure in the right hand.  By contrast, textural 
and thematic variety enrich Impressões Seresteiras (Minstrel Impressions), a 
waltz which incorporates moments of dazzling virtuosity, sustained throughout 
the next piece, the toccata-like Festa no Sertão (Jungle Festival) in which complex 
metres are matched by an unusually adventurous harmonic language.  Finally, 
the dashing Dansa do Índio Branco (Dance of the White Indian) returns to the 
directness of the opening piece, deriving from a handful of percussive-like ostinato 
figures.  A test of the pianist’s technique, its main theme is enveloped by gritty, 
relentless alternating chords.  Intense and elemental, this piece was described by 
Villa-Lobos as a musical self-portrait.       

One of Villa-Lobos’s most celebrated works, A lenda do Caboclo (Native legend) 
is a poetic miniature written in 1920.  The marking is moderato e muìto dolente 
(moderato and very plaintive).  Introspective and hypnotic, the piece signified a 
decisive move towards native elements in Villa-Lobos’s language.             

The Guia Prático is a collection of 137 traditional songs, most of them children’s 
rounds common to several regions of Brazil.  The composer later compiled small 
albums for piano solo, each containing five or six pieces extracted from the original.  
He published eleven of these, also called Guia Prático (of which the first ten were 
published in 1932 and the eleventh in 1949).  The Guia Prático is one of his most 
important collections, not only for its preservation of many of Brazil’s traditional 
songs, inventively arranged or adapted, but also as a rich source of melodic and 
rhythmic material  for the composer’s own most memorable compositions. It is 
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a pedagogic work designed to teach piano playing, yet some of the pieces make 
considerable technical demands.   

No.2. Acordei de Madrugada (Dawn): calm and uncomplicated, this is founded on 
a familiar ostinato figure (F-C in the bass).  
No.76. A Mare Encheu (Full Tide) is fluent and admirably concise. 
No.111. A Roseira (A Rose-bush) consists of a simple melody tune over an ostinato 
bass.
No.43. Na Corda da Viola (On the Strings of a Violin) is more extended and 
ambitious.  Its main theme is toccata-like, with a contrasting cantabile central 
episode.
No.74. Manquinha (Little Lame Girl) incorporates irregular rhythms in its main 
idea and a more straightforward pulse in its forthright middle section.

FRUTUOSO VIANNA was born in Itajubá, Minas Gerais on 6 September 1896 
and died in Rio de Janeiro on 22 April 1976.  He studied piano and composition 
with Henrique Oswald in Rio, and went to Europe for further study in 1923.  Back 
in Brazil he developed a twin career as concert pianist and teacher.  Among many 
professional posts, he was professor of piano at the Conservatoire of São Paulo 
(1930-38).  His works consist mainly of piano pieces and songs of a nationalist 
character.  His piano miniatures use or adapt thematic material from folk sources, 
successfully integrating rhythms of popular dances, such as sambas and batuques, 
into bravura writing.          

Written in São Paulo in 1932, Corta-jaca is a Brazilian dance-song in 2/4 time, 
resembling the samba.  The main material consists of a rhythmic tune underpinned 
by a taut bass figure in semiquavers and punctuated by fierce runs.  A contrasting 
Poco meno central section has a firm syncopated beat marked deciso.  
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